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Abstract: In this new era of digitalization where the world is moving faster with the 

growing technology and so are we from paper currency to digital currency. The term 

Cryptocurrency came into existence in the year 2008. It is one of the rapidly flourishing 

technology in the world, which is taking industries to the next level. This is no less than 

revolutions in the world of currency globally. Cryptocurrencies are also termed as digital 

currency which completely depends upon the distributed networks and shared transaction 

ledgers-the goal was to combine this with basic idea of cryptography within the monetary 

system. This process will allow to create secure and anonymous system which could handle 

the digital money with ease. The purpose of this paper is to understand the current 

scenario and bring on some possible ways to commercialize digital currency in country like 

India which will change the perception of people about digital currency which will be 

becoming as the future currency in the world. However, using Bibliometric Analysis, 

which were published in Peer Review Journals and indexed in Web of Science collection 

from the period of (1980-2020). Design/Methodology/Approach: The data are collected 

from Web of Science and some reference are taken from different news editorials in order 

to build a proper approach. However, people have shown their interest as per the data 

(600,000) but many were not ready to accept this form of Virtual Currency. 

Keywords: Cryptocurrency, Block chain, Digital Currency, Bibliometric Analysis, Web of 

Science. 

 

Introduction 

Digital currency is a form of virtual currency which is developed with the advancement of 

technology and it is completely based on embedded de-centralized payment mechanism, 

which uses distributed ledger for its processing. This digital currency already has been 

creating an impact globally, due to which there has been an adverse impact in the past- which 

had led to disruption in the business models, systems& also had created an opportunity for 

private sector. The main role of this virtual currency will be beneficial for the retail payment 

services as it has got the potential to facilitate payment transaction. Since this is in 

decentralized form due to this it is created a sense of insecurity for the government, which 

has raised to different policy issues for the central banks & the higher authorities. 
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In the current scenario digital currency is not the form of currency which we use for our daily 

transactions, as it is not been globally accepted but still there are some countries which has 

been using some form of digital currency, such as; Bitcoin, Litecoin & many others. Since it 

is not widely accepted because of series of risk & challenges which could limit its future 

growth. As of now it has been found that many are looking towards using these form of 

currency, because they can bypass the third party involvement.(Singh & Singh, 2018) 

 In the figure given below it shows the traditional way of transaction starting with cash 

and followed by electronic payment & now using digital currency based on distributed ledger 

system. (Morabito & Morabito, 2017) 

 

 

 

 

 

Methodology 
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Study methodology 

A comprehensive search was done to collect data from the Web of Science (WoS) directory. 

Several keywords were identified based on the title pattern of the published articles A total of 

4216 records were retrieved using keywords are “Cryptocurrency”, “Block chain”, “Bitcoin” 

,“Digital Currency” and “Digital Money” . The collected data points were further analyzed 

using certain tools, methods, and metrics to reveal the insights in field of commercialization 

of Digital Currency. 

Data Analysis Method 

The collected data were analyzed using Excel, VOS viewer, and Tableau for cleaning, sorting 

and visualization. Excel was used for all type of calculations related analysis using pivots and 

mathematical functions. 

For different types of visualizations using graphs, VOS viewer and Tableau was used. VOS 

viewer helped in text analysis. Various clusters and network visualization maps were 

generated to analyze titles and abstracts.  

Analysis and Results 

Primary Research Areas 

The Keywords used for the research are “Cryptocurrency”, “Block chain”, “Bitcoin” and 

“Digital Currency”. Top 1000 records for every keyword is dependent on the count of 

citations, for years 1996-2020, that have these keywords in their title have been considered 

for the analysis. The key research areas for this study has been depicted in the table below: 

 

Table 1: Key research area for the analysis 

From the above table it is depicted that the top 3 research consists of more than 50% out of 

the total paper i.e 4216 records. Other areas included are Operation Research management, 

Automation control and more 89 areas. 
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Publication per year 

From the table give below and graph which is the representation of the table itself from year 

2011-2020, it can be noted that there has been a gradual increment in the number of articles 

published and citation with years advancing. A maximum of 1825 articles was published in 

2019. For citations, the highest number of citations was in the year 2018 which is 9349.  

Average citation per paper (ACPP) is calculated as: 

 

ACPP is a helpful metric to understand the influence of a journal or an author. It can be 

seen that from the year 2015-2018 the ACPP is maximum. However, year 2016 has the 

highest ACPP compared to others from the year 2011-2020. 

 

Table 2: Year-wise publication 

 

Figure 5: Graph showing total articles published and citations from 2011-2020 
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Country-wise analysis of Publications 

The analysis of top 20 countries’ contribution in terms of publications is shown in table given 

below. Here, we can clearly see that China has got the maximum number with 973 articles 

which accounts for 23.079% of the total collected data followed by U.S.A with 874, England 

with 394, Australia with 284, South Korea 214, Germany 205, India with 196 and so on. But 

in terms of citations U.S.A has got the maximum number i.e. 8254 and Saudi Arabia has got 

the least number i.e. 307 in top 20 countries.The publication of countries not mentioned in the 

table below represents less than 1.589% of the total publications under analysis. 

 

H-Index: The index of ‘h’ indicates that a value of h records (under analysis) has been cited h 

number of times within the selected period (1980-2020).  It is an important tool to evaluate a 

researcher’s output in terms of its quality and consistency. 

PEI i.e. Publication Efficiency Index is one metrics that measures the quality of research 

(Guan and Ma, 2007). PEI is calculated as: 

 
Where, 

TNCi = Total citations by a country 

TNCt = Total citations by all countries 

TNPi = Total papers of a country 

TNPt = Total papers of all countries 

 

The value of PEI more than 1 shows a greater impact of publication than the research efforts 

devoted to it. Out of 20 countries 9 countries are having their PEI value more than 1 which 

includes USA, England, South Korea and so on. However, the paper main focus for is for 

India therefore we have highlighted the column with green colour So, we can see India stand 

at 7th position in the top 20 countries which is good. But in terms of PEI its value is 0.50545 

which satisfying the mark of PEI i.e. 1. However India should be more focusing on 

improving its PEI number by publishing more relevant articles and deep research. 
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Table 3: Top 20 countries with the highest publications and citation details 

Contribution of authors  

In the figure given below, each bubble represent there frequency of occurrence and 

contribution made by the authors. Given the label of size & the circle which helps in 

understanding the overall frequency in the data set & the color within the circle lead us to 

know to which cluster it is associated with.The color in the density view ranges from blue 

(lowest density) to red (highest density). These colour values are determined by the number 

of nearest terms in the area around a point and the weight, or relative frequency in the case of 

term co-occurrence maps. The line connecting any two bubbles shows the cooperative 

relationship between them. 

 

 
Figure 6: Network visualization map of co-authorship 

Authors Keywords analysis 
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Figure 7: List of authors keywords 

 The above figure shows the total keywords which 750 appeared on the Web of Science in 

our search results. These keywords were made out of 4 clusters having 301, 181, 179 and 

89words. The terms ‘Bitcoin’ and ‘Block chain’ these two were the most commonly 

occurring words. 

 

Network visualization map showing the occurrence of author keywords (i.e., keywords listed 

by the author) is shown below. The size of each bubble shown below describes the frequency 

of occurrence of that keyword and also they are connected to their cluster containing same 

color of thread. However their relationship can be determined with the frequency of their 

occurrence around each other. In map the keyword ‘Block chain’ and ‘Bitcoin’ bubble size is 

the largest ones which depicts that these keywords has occurred maximum number of times. 

Also, keywords having same color were listed together.  
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Figure 8: Network visualization map on high-frequency keywords 

Most Cited Records 

The table given below represents the top 10 highest cited records published within the 4216 

data collected. It also includes the information on the authors of the publications, the 

document title, the publication name and the year they were published in.  

 

Table 4: Top 10 highly cited publications with details  

Conclusions  
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There are various study in areas of Digital currency globally. After going through more than 

4000 of records or papers provide by Web of Science, it’s been clear that with advancement 

in technology and with the increase in the pace of digitalization the system is ready for the 

currency to be in the form of digital. From the research it is prominent that some countries 

like USA, England, Canada and others are having greater impact of publication and has 

significantly contributed with score of 1.28, 1.08, 1.18 and so on respectively. However, with 

the gradual increase in the articles yearly shows the amount of effort put by different 

countries in this domain. Although, our paper is mainly focused on country India so we had 

observed that eventually there have been drastic changes too when it comes article publishing 

and number of times cited but it’s not up to the mark. Also, its PEI score is less than 1 which 

is also not impact full. So, working needs to be done in all these areas in order to see a greater 

changes in this domain. 

This research has been done in the field of digital currency with the use of upcoming 

technology in order to commercialize it using bibliometric analysis which it taken as a 

separate field considering other factors like government support, law, and comparison of one 

nation’s progress when compared with others as constant. Considering such factors in mind, 

the bibliometric analysis has good potential for future research in those areas. 
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